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The Five Chop Road bridge over Four Hole Swamp is on the S.C. Department of Transportation list to be repaired
or replaced.
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T
he S.C. Department of Transportation announced its plans to repair or replace 11

bridges in The T&D Region as part of its 10-year road and bridge improvement

efforts.

The eleven bridges targeted for repair or replacement locally include:

Orangeburg County
• U.S. 178-North Road bridge over Bull Swamp

• U.S. 176-Old State Road bridge over Providence Swamp

• U.S. 301-Five Chop Road bridge over Four Hole Swamp

• U.S. 21-Freedom Road bridge over Edisto River Swamp

• S.C. 210-Vance Road bridge over Providence Swamp

Bamberg County
• U.S. 301-Main Highway bridge over Lemon Swamp

• U.S. 601-Broxton Bridge Road bridge over Little Salkehatchie

• U.S. 601-Broxton Bridge Road bridge over Lemon Creek

Orangeburg jail adds safety precautions; inmate calls, visitations suspended

$87M veterans home planned; 104 bed facility coming to Orangeburg

Orangeburg City Council: City to restrict in-person services; basketball
jamboree postponed

Six lanes over the lake: State preps for I-95 bridge replacement

Gene Zaleski
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4 Cordova woman charged in break-in

• U.S. 301-Main Highway bridge over Little Salkehatchie

• U.S. 21-Freedom Road bridge over Edisto River

Calhoun County
• S.C. 172-Bull Swamp Road bridge over Caw Caw Swamp

The projects are a part of SCDOT's 2021-22 Closed and Load Restricted Program.

The projects will include bridges in 39 of the state's 46 counties.

The replacement or repair of the Closed and Load Restricted Bridges is in accordance

with Act 114, which requires the SCDOT Commission to select projects for funding

based on objective and quantifiable factors as represented in the SCDOT's 10-Year

Plan.

The bridges will be replaced or repaired to improve the movement of goods and

services.

The projects can be viewed at www.scdot.org/projects/press-releases-

RestrictedBridgeProgram.aspx

Junkyard property becomes hot issue in Bamberg County

Dionne Gleaton
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Staff Writer
Gene Zaleski is a reporter/staff writer with The Times and Democrat. To get local news all the
time, become a member at https://thetandd.com/members/join/
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he S.C. Department of Transportation is planning to replace the Interstate 95

bridge over Lake Marion.

The South Carolina Department of Transportation will replace the existing, structurally deficient bridges over Lake
Marion with new infrastructure that will accommodate three lanes in each direction.
LARRY HARDY, T&D
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The preliminary engineering phase of the project will begin in 2022 at an estimated

cost of $9.5 million.

SCDOT estimates the construction phase will begin in 2024 at a cost of $322 million.

This project will replace the existing, structurally deficient bridges and road

approaches with new infrastructure that will accommodate three lanes in each

direction.

SCDOT says the project is needed to continue providing a safe and efficient

transportation system, as well as move people and goods along the I-95 corridor.

The current I-95 bridge over Lake Marion was built in 1968.

The WJ Gooding Memorial Bridge, named after a well-respected bridge engineer

from South Carolina, is about 3,500 feet long. It connects Orangeburg and Clarendon

counties.

The bridge replacement project will be recommended for placement in SCDOT's

2021–2027 Statewide Transportation Improvement Program after the review of

public comments.
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Orangeburg woman charged in armed robberies

Experts puzzled by continuing South Carolina earthquakes

Orangeburg man guilty of strong-arm robbery

Orangeburg County in another COVID surge; surgical, N95 masks
recommended, administrator says

The project can be viewed at www.scdot.org/projects/press-releases-NB-SB-

LakeMarion.aspx

By Gene Zaleski
Staff Writer
Gene Zaleski is a reporter/staff writer with The Times and Democrat. To get local news all the
time, become a member at https://thetandd.com/members/join/
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City of Greenville releases more detailed
strategy for Augusta Road safety
improvements
Evan Peter Smith · January 7, 2022
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The traf�c �ow and pedestrian safety issues on Augusta Street, also known as Augusta Road,
are nothing new.

In fact, the City of Greenville formed a committee all the way back in 1995 to look at ways to
improve the street. More than 25 years later, not much has changed — other than a steady
increase in the �ow of traf�c, coupled with an increase in risk for pedestrians.

On Wednesday, Jan 5, the City of Greenville’s Planning Commission released for the �rst
time publicly a formal 40-page report detailing how city leaders and various stakeholders can
make Augusta Road a more pedestrian- and bike-friendly corridor.

The online public meeting came at a grimly appropriate time. Just hours later, around 8�45
that night, another pedestrian was killed after being hit by a vehicle driving south on Augusta
Street near McCullough School Road, according to the Greenville County Coroner’s Of�ce,
which did not release the victim’s name. 

While that death occurred outside the more congested portion of Augusta Street between
Church Street up to Mauldin Road, which is the city’s area of focus, the incident highlighted
the increasing need for substantive changes to the Augusta Street corridor.

An illustration of what the street could look like following improvements to pedestrian safety and traffic flow. Provided by the City of
Greenville.
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To address left-hand turns causing slow-downs, the study laid out a road diet plan to reduce lanes in order to allow for more safety
using landscaping and barriers. Provided by the City of Greenville.

The detailed study from the City of Greenville, conducted in partnership with Stantec and
Urban Design Associates, was initially presented to the city in fall, 2021. The study came after
a three-month research period during which various planners and engineers toured the area
on foot, observed traf�c and crash trends going back �ve years, and developed numerous
design and policy recommendations.

Read the full study

“This is a multi-disciplinary team — Greenville County, Greenlink Bike Walk, the South
Carolina Department of Transportation and others,” said Clint Link, the city’s director of
public works.

And while problems on Augusta Street are nothing new, the rapid growth in the local
population exacerbated those problematic trends, according to Rob Robinson, consulting
principle with Urban Design Associates.

Creating areas for pedestrian safety will better align the street with its use as a major artery. Provided by the City of Greenville.

Robinson called Augusta Street a “signature street,” but admitted the layout of the street does
not match the traf�c �ow and signi�cance of the corridor.36
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“It’s one of those things that follows you around all the time, like a golden retriever,” he said.
“If you didn’t know anything about Greenville, you would be surprised that this is a really
important gateway into the city and that all these great neighborhoods �anks it.”

The plan addresses improving key elements that include:

But the major driver behind the study is to alleviate the dangers and the discomfort for
pedestrian traf�c.

Walkability is a major focus of the study, especially following pedestrian deaths along the roadway. Provided by the City of
Greenville.

Creating a safe, pedestrian-friendly street by expanding sidewalk widths and
landscape buffers in areas where lane reduction permits a reallocation of right-of-
way use.

Limit the number of allowable left-turn movements between intersections.

Relocate parking behind or beside buildings on new development.

Prioritize upgrades that are compliant with the Americans With Disabilities Act to
existing bus stops to ensure seamless integration with streetscape infrastructure.

Consider creating an overlay district with modi�ed site development standards to
include: shared pedestrian and bike infrastructure; signage; parking; and access
management.
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“The urban design recommendations for Augusta Street center around creating a pedestrian-
friendly and bike-friendly street to encourage safety for all users,” the study notes.

As for the longstanding debate about the name — Augusta Street vs. Augusta Road — Robinson
has his opinion on the matter.

“We’re trying to urbanize this, so we’re calling it a street,” he said.
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Editorial: Ports Authority-North Charleston settlement carries
a lesson beyond the port

�� ��� ��������� �����

��� �, ����

The Port Access Road connects the new Hugh K. Leatherman Port Terminal and Interstate ��. Motorists driving on I-��

near downtown Charleston on Jan. � should expect nigh�ime lane closures and possible delays as work is completed on

the port access project. File/Lauren Petracca/Sta�

�� ������ �������� ������������������������.���

There appears to be an unexpected silver lining to the recent conclusion of the two-
decade-long stando� between the State Ports Authority and the city of North
Charleston over the state of South Carolina’s obligation to address tra�c problems
expected from the operation of the new Hugh K. Leatherman shipping terminal.
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The lengthy delay appears to have prevented the state from making a costly
investment that, with ��/�� hindsight, looks unnecessary. It also shows how quickly
our infrastructure needs can change.

It’s a larger lesson Charleston County leaders should take to heart as they continue
to press ahead with the far older, increasingly costly and always controversial plan
to extend Interstate ��� from West Ashley to James and Johns islands — a project
that originally was not supposed to cost the county a cent but now looks like it will
require at least $��� million, perhaps much more, in precious local tax dollars.

But �rst, let’s review what unfolded in North Charleston. Mayor Keith Summey was
understandably upset years ago when the state shifted its plans for a new container
terminal from Daniel Island to the former naval base site in his city. Even if the
change made a lot of sense for the region, the mayor was concerned about
additional impacts on North Charleston residents who already face occasional
lengthy delays as freight trains cross busy streets.

Long before the terminal project bore Sen. Leatherman’s name, the state agreed to
construct three overpasses to mitigate the congestion the terminal and the freight
trains serving it were expected to create in North Charleston. The original
agreement called for three overpasses to be built: at Rivers Avenue and Harley
Street; at Rivers and Durant Avenue; and at North Rhett Avenue and Interstate
���.

For years, the state took no action, despite Mayor Summey’s complaints and not-so-
veiled threats to sue. As the terminal’s opening neared, however, ports o�cials and
the mayor wisely sat down to try to work things out. Those discussions ultimately
led to the agreement approved last month in which the State Ports Authority will
pay $�� million to the city of North Charleston. That sum, to be paid in $�� million
chunks during the next four years, will address only the Rivers and Durant
intersection; changes to the port operation not foreseen in ���� mean less impact is
expected at the other two.
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But even the upgrade planned at Rivers and Durant likely will be much di�erent
than what might have been built two decades ago, because a lot has changed since
then. First, a new Amtrak station opened nearby on Gaynor Avenue; it had been
planned for a di�erent site about a mile away. Second, a new bus rapid transit line is
being planned along this stretch of Rivers, and the upgrade will need to
accommodate that. And third, the more than ��-year-old Seven Mile Viaduct bridge
nearby might need replacing soon. So we urge the S.C. Department of
Transportation, regional transportation planners and the city and county to �nd the
best plan for upgrading this stretch of Rivers. The terminal’s new rail yard — the
Navy Base Intermodal Facility — is expected to become operational in ����.

North Charleston City Councilman Ron Brinson, who �rst ran for council a decade
ago to help the city sort through its rail-related issues, said the city’s settlement is a
good one. “The big point here is that �� years is a long time, and look at how things
have changed, not only with the port but with the community generally.”

Which brings us back to the tra�c situation on Johns Island and West Ashley and
the urgent need for Charleston County to rethink and back o� its plans for what
would be the county’s largest single investment of its road dollars. The S.C.
Department of Transportation recently surveyed opinions on plans to extend
Interstate ��� across Johns and James islands, and of the almost �,��� people who
took the survey, ��% were opposed to the project. Now, it wasn’t a random survey, so
that �gure might or might not mirror public sentiment, but it certainly re�ects
passion: More people passionately oppose than passionately support the project.

One reason this extension has been so controversial is because it hasn’t been
substantially rethought since it was �rst put forth so many years ago. Since then, we
began planning for a new bus rapid transit line, became more concerned about the
rural character of Johns Island, grew more sensitive to impacts on African
American neighborhoods and made some progress (but not enough) on
improvements to Main Road and Maybank Highway that would address much of
the congestion problem. Since then, Charleston even has bought a new park site on
James Island, the view from which pretty much would be a new highway instead of
a marsh and distant island.
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Rethinking the project should not mean dismissing the very real and legitimate
congestion concerns it would address, particularly on Johns Island. It simply
involves a broader, more open-minded discussion about how best to solve them.

Who knows? Such a discussion could — like North Charleston’s resolution with the
State Ports Authority — lead to a cheaper, better solution that can be embraced by
all. It’s worth a shot.

The agency that owns and operates the Port of Charleston will pay $�� million to the city of North
Charleston to settle a nearly decadeslong dispute involving overpasses on city streets where miles-long
trains regularly block tra�c.

The State Ports Authority’s board of directors approved the settlement during a Dec. �� meeting. The
money would be paid in four annual installments of $�� million apiece, and the settlement will be codi�ed
as part of a lawsuit the city �led against the SPA on Dec. ��. That suit seeks to have the settlement
agreement put on the record as part of a court proceeding.

The rail issue stems from the SPA’s development of the Leatherman Terminal in North Charleston and
that city’s e�orts to minimize the tra�c impact of trains serving the terminal and an adjacent rail yard
that’s under construction. The city and the SPA started negotiating how the overpasses would be funded
in ���� after the state Legislature nixed plans for a container terminal on Daniel Island, instructing the
maritime agency to build one at the former Navy base in North Charleston instead.

The settlement follows the SPA’s agreement with Charleston o�cials to pay $��.� million for �.� acres of
city-owned property where the rail yard’s southern loop will be built. At least $�.� million must be used to
mitigate tra�c and other impacts from the rail yard, said Chip McQueeney, assistant city attorney.

The rest of the money can be used to help pay for city facilities that are no longer viable at the site. The
city had planned to build new public service, �re and vehicle-storage facilities on the property, but all of
them might not �t once the SPA carves its portion out of the ��.�-acre tract.

The original agreement with North Charleston called for three overpasses to be built: at Rivers Avenue
and Harley Street; at Rivers and Durant Avenue; and at North Rhett Avenue and Interstate ���. The
settlement announced Dec. �� will cover only some of the costs for the overpass and intersection
improvements at Durant Avenue.

North Charleston spokesman Ryan Johnson declined to say what improvements might be made at the
other sites until after City Council votes Dec. �� on whether to accept the settlement agreement.

Tra�c patterns and other factors have changed since the original agreement was signed nearly �� years
ago, and studies have identi�ed less-expensive alternatives to the rail issues at those sites.
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SC ports agency to pay $��M to settle North Charleston overpass dispute

Editorial: Meet the new ��� extension, same as the old ��� extension

Editorial: � things Charleston County Council needs to do in ����

Editorial: It’s time for Charleston’s I-��� zombie to die a �nal death

Johnson said the lawsuit �led on Dec. �� “is to accommodate settlement and get it on �le, if all parties
choose to settle.”

The rail yard — o�cially known as the Navy Base Intermodal Facility — will be linked to the new
Leatherman Terminal by a private road, and it will give the Norfolk Southern and CSX Corp. railroads a
place to load and unload cargo containers moved to and from the port by rail cars.

A barge system is also proposed for the SPA’s Wando Welch Terminal in Mount Pleasant, where containers
would be sent by water to the Leatherman site and then loaded onto trains.

The combined price tag for both projects is $���.� million. The Legislature included $��� million toward
the rail and barge project in this year’s budget and is expected to fund another $��� million in coming
years. The rest of the money will come from “value engineering” — a process in which a developer and
contractors seek less-expensive materials and processes without sacri�cing functionality — and other cost
cuts. The reluctance to �nance it all at once has pushed the rail yard’s opening date back to ����.

The SPA took over the rail project this year from Palmetto Railways, a division of the state’s Commerce
Department, saying the facility is needed to compete with other ports in the Southeast.

The rail yard has received approval from the Federal Railroad Administration and the Army Corps of
Engineers and would round out roughly $� billion in improvements at the port, including the new
terminal, cranes and other equipment, and the deepening of the Charleston Harbor shipping channel so
that it can accommodate heavier ships.
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GETTING ANSWERS: Parris Bridge Road
(Highway 43)
TRESIA BOWLES

POSTED JAN 6, 2022

SPARTANBURG COUNTY, SC (FOX Carolina) -
We're digging into problems with Parris Bridge
Road.
 
Also known as Highway 43, it goes through both
Spartanburg and Cherokee Counties; from I-85, in
Boiling Springs, to almost the state line.
 
Drivers say the road conditions get really bad in
the Boiling Springs area near Fish Camp Road.
And they're ready to see some improvements.
 
Just to give you an idea of how many potholes
we're dealing with, the SCDOT says they've fixed
38 on this road over the past year.
 

Jessica Chapman reached out to us about the road.
 
“It’s a sore eye when you see the road looking like that, because it’s a state road," Chapman said, "And it
shouldn’t look like that.”
 
You've heard of "Bridge Over Troubled Water," but what about "water under a troubled bridge?"
 
“There’s a problem with potholes—especially down at the bridge. They just get patched. And they mess up
about a month later," said Chapman.
 
She's referring to the bridge over the Pacolet River. The pothole problems seem to start there and continue
down Parris Bridge Road.
 
Nicole Butler has to take this road everyday to work.

Potholes on Parris Bridge Road.

https://www.foxcarolina.com/users/profile/Tresia%20Bowles
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"I’m stressed out from it, because I don’t know if something's going on with my tire, or if there’s something in
the road that’s going to catch and pop my tires, or if something's laying in the road," Butler says, "Maybe there’s
glass, nails. I’m not sure because of what gets pulled into the potholes”
 
Butler is careful about pulling into her driveway.
 
"It's scary pulling in. We’ve had to drive on our grass just to get out in some areas just because it’s so bumpy
and damaging right there," Butler said.
 
Parris Bridge Road is about 13 miles long. The state's Department of Transportation says anywhere from 750
to 11,000 cars take this way each day, depending on the part.
 
Michael Schruggs says it has been this way for as long as he can remember.
 
“It’s terrible; like riding on a two-horse Wagon," Schruggs said.
 
Schruggs says all of the patch jobs on the road are not even worth the trouble.
 
“They’d have to repave it," said Schruggs, "It’s beyond patching. They’ve tried patching, but it’s not working”
 
Drivers are hoping for some enhancements.
 
“The road itself needs to be structured better first," Butler said, "And I would love for them to listen to their
residents.”
 
The SCDOT says the 2022 Pavement Improvement Plan includes a little over a 2.5-mile section of Highway 43.
Resurfacing starts at Sandy Ford Road and ends at Fish Camp Road. 
 
That's about one-fourth of the 13-mile stretch. Chapman says it's too little, too late.
 
"It gives me a little hope, but when they say couple of years, it usually takes a long time," Chapman said, "So,
that’s a couple of more years of people's cars getting damaged.”
 
Submit a roadway here.

A Gray Media Group, Inc. Station - © 2002-2022 Gray Television, Inc.

Tresia Bowles

https://www.foxcarolina.com/site/forms/getting_answers/?block_id=1056903
https://www.foxcarolina.com/users/profile/Tresia%20Bowles
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GREENVILLE, S.C. —

Infinite Scroll Enabled

The weight limit on a Greenville bridge has been lowered meaning

vehicles larger than SUVs should find an alternate route.

Advertisement

The city of Greenville said the South Carolina Department of Transportation lowered the limit

for the McDaniel Avenue Bridge to a three-ton maximum.

“They’d gotten an emergency procurement recognizing the bridge had fairly imminent safety

concerns and issues, and right now what they’re doing is just simply asking no vehicles larger

than and SUV, even City of Greenville heavy trucks and equipment, aren’t using that bridge,”

city spokeswoman Beth Brotherton said.

The bridge runs over the Reedy River in Cleveland Park.

“It looks like it’s getting ready to fall apart at any moment," said Alisa St. Laurent, who lives

nearby.

City officials said a recent inspection revealed extensive corrosion to the existing steel beams.

“I can see rusty pipes," St. Laurent said. "I can see it looks like it’s just diminishing, the

structure, and it is pretty scary walking underneath.”

The heavily traveled bridge impacts drivers, as well as anyone walking, running or biking the

Swamp Rabbit Trail.

“We take it almost every day and every time we walk under this bridge, we look at the fading

structural, what’s going on and we’re actually pretty nervous walking under it,” St. Laurent

said.
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The city sent out a letter to residents in the area letting them know the SCDOT hopes to finalize

a contract next month and start repairs in the spring.

“The issue would be steel and the fabrication of it and how quickly that can happen,"

Brotherton said.

The city says McDaniel Avenue and a portion of the Swamp Rabbit Trail will be closed during

construction, also impacting one sewer line.

Brotherton said they will discuss a temporary detour for the trail or a more permanent addition

to the trail.

The city said there will be a traffic detour, directing drivers to take Ridgeland Drive to Cleveland

Street.

The city said the repairs are estimated to take three months.

The city says the SCDOT will be monitoring the bridge before construction starts to ensure it's

still safe to drive on.

There are now signs approaching the bridge letting drivers know the weight limit.

Teacher accused of locking son in car
trunk at COVID test site

Authorities ask for help searching for
missing girl
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McDaniel Avenue Bridge in Greenville to be repaired,
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GREENVILLE, SC (WSPA) – The McDaniel Avenue bridge over the Swamp Rabbit

Trail and the Reedy River will close for construction in the near future.

“Over the holidays South Carolina Department of Transportation (SCDOT), came to

our Public Works Department, and said that they had been doing routine

inspections on the McDaniel Avenue Bridge over the Reedy River and Cleveland

Park, and they discovered that some of the steel beams and the girders in the bridge

were starting to corrode and that they were having concerns,” said Beth Brotherton,

Director of Communications, City of Greenville. “And so, they put out an emergency

procurement, which basically allows them to get the funding to fast track

construction and repairs on that,” she said.

“Some slight deteriorating conditions on some of the structure, part of the

structure,” said Pete Poore, Director of Communications for SCDOT. “The decision

was made to reduce the load or the weight of vehicles that can travel on that bridge,”

he said.

SCDOT lowered the weight limit to a three-ton maximum.

“One of the things that DOT has already put in place immediately, is a weight limit,

three tons,” Brotherton said. “That means essentially, no vehicle larger than kind of a

standard SUV is what they’re recommending at this point. So already, here at the

city, our public works vehicles aren’t driving over the bridge. School buses aren’t

driving over the bridge, �re trucks. So really this is a strong recommendation,”

Brotherton said.

Now SCDOT is looking at beginning construction to �x the issues at the bridge.

“Once construction begins, McDaniel Avenue and that section, will be closed for at

least three months,” Brotherton said. “We’ve created the detour already,

understanding that because DOT is monitoring the situation regularly and it could

close, without a lot of notice, we wanted to have that detour prepared in advance,”

Brotherton said. “It will basically take people off of McDaniel on to Richland, on to

Cleveland and then back again,” she said. “So, it’s a detour, but not a huge detour,”
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she said. “The detour is not lengthy enough that there are any emergency response

concerns,” Brotherton said.

“I think it’s a good idea. I think for safety measures, so I think that new and better is

always good,” said Lori Goldsmith, frequent walker.

“We’re new here and so we haven’t gotten used to the traf�c patterns, but if it’s

eroding and it’s a problem, I think it’s de�nitely worth getting it �xed. We don’t want

any cars falling down,” said Karen Thompson, nearby resident.

Brotherton said when construction begins, the city will work on other projects.

“When SCDOT begins this construction project, there will be several impacts,

including a sewer line for us here in the city of Greenville. So, we will need to do

some improvements and relocation on that, which actually is a great incentive,”

Brotherton said. “This sewer line serves a growing South downtown community, and

so this is an opportunity for us to do some upgrades during this period of time,” she

said. “The other issue is the Swamp Rabbit Trail underneath the bridge, will also be

detoured during this time period,” she said.

Brotherton said they could potentially add some improvements to the Swamp Rabbit

Trail.

“In the meantime, DOT is coming out regularly to ensure the safety of the bridge, to

make sure they don’t need to close it sooner than construction, which is a possibility

if they just decide damage is continuing to worse,” Brotherton said. “They might

simply close it sooner than later. So, I don’t think people need to intimately worry

that I can’t cross this bridge, it’s that dangerous, because SCDOT would not allow

that to happen,” she said. 

SCDOT said it’s in the process of completing design plans for this project.

“Now our bridge engineers are putting together a design plan to correct it and

ultimately make it better, and that plan is getting close to completion,” Poore said.

“They’re not quite there yet, and then the next step is to get a contractor, and we’re
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going to ask the contractor to get out there when possible,” Poore said. “The

timeline is to have the bridge �nish and reopen to all vehicles late Spring or early

Summer.”

Click here to learn more about the project.

Copyright 2022 Nexstar Media Inc. All rights reserved. This material may not be published, broadcast, rewritten, or redistributed.
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Keeping our roadways clear — Who’s responsible for cleaning up dead deer?
by Olivia Parsons / Jan 10, 2022

SPARTANBURG, S.C. (WSPA) - There are about 750-thousand deer in South Carolina,

according to the state's Department of Natural Resources. If you've driven anywhere

along I-85, odds are you've probably seen quite a few dead ones along the roads,

leaving many drivers wondering who's responsible for the cleanup.
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Preview: SC’s 2022 Statehouse session surprisingly gives
lawmakers lots of money to work with
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New South Carolina Senate President Thomas Alexander (le�), R-Walhalla, takes the oath of o�ce from the former

president, Harvey Peeler, R-Ga�ney, a�er Thomas’ unanimous election on Dec. �, ����, in Columbia. Thomas took over for

Peeler, who stepped down to lead the Senate Finance Commi�ee a�er Sen. Hugh Leatherman’s death in November.

File/Je�rey Collins/AP
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COLUMBIA — In a legislative session that’s sure to include debates on COVID
mandates, voting lines and medical marijuana, the dominant theme for ���� will be
money — more precisely, what South Carolina lawmakers do with unprecedented
heaps of it.
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Legislators returning to Columbia on Jan. �� have more than $� billion in additional
revenue to spend or sock away, fueled by federal aid and the state’s far-stronger-
than-expected economy amid the pandemic. In all, this year’s spending packages are
expected to top $�� billion, roughly double what legislators allotted from state taxes
�ve years ago.

Budget debates “will and should dominate this session,” said Senate Minority
Leader Brad Hutto, D-Orangeburg.

“This is potentially transformational, and we can’t squander it,” he said. “We’ve got
to give that thought and attention and take our time with it and make sure it’s spent
properly. It needs to be spent on projects that will make a di�erence, not just this
year or next but for generations to come.”

The windfall includes $�.� billion in federal COVID aid from the American
Recovery Plan passed by Congress last March and $��� million from a ����
settlement with the federal government over plutonium stored at the Savannah
River Site. How to spend those pots of one-time money will be decided separately
from the state budget.

Here’s what’s at stake in the next �ve months for a session that opens Tuesday at
noon.

Redistricting
The �rst priority when legislators return will be approving new, post-census voting
lines for South Carolina’s seven U.S. House seats. The Legislature needs to act
quickly since the �ling period for candidates is just over two months away in March.
But a �nal map is far from completion. And lawsuits challenging whatever
legislators decide could push back primaries into summer. 

A state House panel is expected to advance a plan this week.
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It’s working o� two maps. One aligns with a Senate proposal that’s been widely
criticized as gerrymandered to help Republicans keep the coastal �st District held by
Republican Nancy Mace — the only district in South Carolina considered winnable
by either party. The other map is vastly di�erent and could require lengthy
negotiations with the Senate. 

Legalizing marijuana
Next up in the Senate is a bill legalizing marijuana as medicine, potentially making
South Carolina the ��th state to do so.

The �oor debate, likely in late January, will ful�ll a promise to state Sen. Tom Davis.
The Beaufort Republican has led the e�ort since ����, when legislators passed his
bill allowing limited use of CBD, a non-psychoactive oil derived from marijuana.

“I don’t know where the votes will be,
but we all agree it’s time to have a
debate and move on,” Senate Majority
Leader Shane Massey, R-Edge�eld,
said. 

Davis fought to expand what’s legal
after hearing from patients with
chronic pain and veterans with post-
traumatic stress disorder, who have
testi�ed repeatedly they need the
THC in marijuana to relieve their

�������� ��������

Latest SC House proposal for congressional lines panned as ‘obvious’

gerrymandering

�� ������ ����� ���������������������.���

Senate Majority Leader Shane Massey, R-Edge�eld, talks to

reporters a�er the regular session ended May ��, ����.

File/Seanna Adcox/Sta�
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su�ering. He contends the continued opposition from law enforcement has helped
him craft a conservative approach that won’t morph into accepted recreational use. 

O�cers, led by State Law Enforcement Division Chief Mark Keel, continue to
argue that’s not possible for a drug still in the same category as heroin, cocaine and
LSD under federal law.  

But Davis believes a majority of the Senate will side with him. The bigger question
could be whether House leaders will then allow the bill to advance for a debate in
that chamber.   

House Minority Leader Todd Rutherford said it should. 

“That is exciting,” the Columbia Democrat said about the guaranteed Senate vote.
“We should’ve passed that years ago.”

Republicans who sponsored matching legislation in the House have argued
legalizing medical marijuana could save lives as a better, safer alternative to
addictive opioids. But those bills never made it out of committee.

Meanwhile, the opioid problem has only worsened, Rutherford said, noting state-
sponsored TV commercials promoting Narcan to combat overdoses.

“That’s how bad it is,” he said. “People are dying, and they’re dying because
(legislators are) sitting on their hands.”

����

‘A plant that God made,’ South Carolina conservatives supporting medical

mar�uana bill
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Vaccines, in-person learning and boosting business part of COVID-themed

legislative session
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COVID
As the COVID pandemic enters its third year, opposition to mandates of any sort is
sure to ramp up. 

Last month, House Republicans pushed through a bill that would ban state and
local governments from requiring COVID vaccinations and set aside $�� million to
help pay for weekly testing of employees in private businesses who refuse to get a
shot. The vote was a response to an anti-mandate protest and social media barrage
during a special session that was supposed to be limited to redistricting debates.

The bill sent to the Senate on Dec. �� didn’t satisfy the activists, who argue the
worker protections didn’t go far enough. The e�ort pits GOP stalwarts who want a
total ban on vaccine requirements against South Carolina business leaders who
oppose it. 

What happens in the Senate will largely depend on the U.S. Supreme Court, Massey
said. 

The nation’s high court heard arguments Jan. � on two Biden administration
vaccine mandates, one for employers with more than ��� workers and the other for
health care providers. 

“If the Supreme Court says the president has the authority, there’s not a whole lot we
can do legislatively,” Massey said. “If they say the president doesn’t, there may be
things we need to do.” 

The Edge�eld Republican said he’d like to avoid a �ght over what business owners
can and can’t require in their workplace. 

������

As we enter year � of the COVID pandemic, a look at what’s in store for SC in

����

����� ������
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Amid labor market shortages, he said, “I would hope businesses wouldn’t exclude
people. I would prefer not to get engaged, but I would prefer businesses not make
us.” 

Protests are less likely to goad senators into quick action. Unlike House members,
who all face reelection this year and want to avoid a primary challenge, senators
aren’t up for reelection until ����. 

Big spending
Historically, big surpluses complicate the budgeting process, as requests for a chunk
of it always tally many times more than what’s available. Having more money than
ever only increases the pressure.

And having a new Senate Finance chairman adds a wrinkle. Former Senate
President Harvey Peeler, R-Ga�ney, ascended to the role following the death in
November of Hugh Leatherman, the chamber’s chief budget writer for �� years.
Peeler has long held the No. � spot on the committee, so he’s no stranger to
negotiations, but he may approach them di�erently.   

Most of the $� billion or so in additional money available must go to one-time
expenses. Areas of agreement include further expanding rural access to high-speed
internet.  

�������� ��������

Gov. McMaster proposes using ����M in COVID aid to widen I-�� between

Columbia and Charleston

�� ������ ����� ���������������������.���

�������� ��������

McMaster recommends spending ����M in federal aid on water, sewer across

rural SC

�� ������ ����� ���������������������.���
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Gov. Henry McMaster’s recommendations for the $�.� billion in COVID aid include
$��� million for water and sewer upgrades across rural South Carolina and $���
million to widen Interstate �� between Columbia and Charleston.

He’s also recommending spending the entire $��� million from the SRS settlement
on projects in the three counties where the federal site is located, since
they’re directly harmed by the continued underground storage of plutonium.

Not even legislators who represent Barnwell, Aiken and Allendale counties expect
their colleagues to agree fully to that. But having so much other money available for
elsewhere helps their argument. 

About $��� million of the windfall is available for recurring expenses. Expect Rep.
Gilda Cobb-Hunter, D-Orangeburg, to again urge her colleagues to �nally give state
employees a substantial raise. There will also be a push for a bigger hike in teacher
salaries as a way to stem the exodus exacerbated by the pandemic. Last year,
legislators approved a �.�-percent raise for state employees and a $�,��� boost
to every K-�� teacher.

“We’ve got to put some real attention on education and �gure out what we’ll do
going forward,” Hutto said. “We’ve got students who are falling behind because of
the lack of in-class instruction, and then, in the pandemic a lot of teachers realized,
‘Hey, I don’t know if I want to continue teaching’ and a lot of people in college were
thinking, ‘I don’t know if I want to be a teacher.’”

��������

SC senators asked to spend bulk of ����M on ‘transformative’ projects in �

counties

�� ������ ����� ���������������������.���

��������

South Carolina business leaders pushing for tax overhaul

�� ������ ����� ���������������������.���
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Tax reform

Republicans who have been pushing for years to overhaul South Carolina’s tax code
see the excess as an opportunity to get some traction on sweeping changes.

Sen. Sean Bennett, R-Summerville, said the goal is to reduce income and corporate
taxes while eliminating loopholes and sales tax exemptions. The idea of broadening
the tax base while lowering rates overall is something the state Chamber of
Commerce has pushed for years without success. 

While some Republicans may be tempted to simply cut taxes, Bennett said he will
oppose that as creating more problems. 

“The piecemeal approach we’ve taken over the last �� years has created this
Frankenstein monster,” said Bennett, who has again introduced tax reform
legislation. “We’ve got to take it on and deal with all of it.”

But he recognized it’s a “heavy lift” to try to accomplish over the next �ve months. 

Hutto considers tax reform among the topics that could distract from what
otherwise must get done. 

“We’ve got to do reapportionment. We’ve got to spend this money properly. We’ve
got to address education,” he said. “If we did that properly, there wouldn’t be time to
do much more. What we can’t a�ord to do is get sidetracked.”      

�������� ��������

In a session bookended by abortion and guns, here’s what SC legislators did

and didn’t do

�� ������ ����� ���������������������.���

Follow Seanna Adcox on Twitter at @seannaadcox_pc.
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The Infrastructure Investment and Jobs Act (IIJA) — the $1.2 trillion package passed

late last year with bipartisan support — contained a lot of big-ticket items that have

made headlines and sparked hope for big improvements to the country’s

infrastructure. 

But behind those big programs, there were many, many, many smaller initiatives

that will spark all kinds of activity. Some of them represent support from the federal

government for ideas that have been gaining steam for years or even decades. And

in the future, some of them might serve as the launching point for much bigger

things. 

Here are five important but under-discussed provisions of the IIJA that many in state

and local government might have missed: 

1. A NATIONAL ROAD-USE CHARGE PILOT PROGRAM

SECTION 13002: NATIONAL MOTOR VEHICLE PER-MILE USER FEE PILOT 

As electric vehicles steadily make their way into the American mainstream, the use

of gas tax money to fund roads is beginning to appear more and more perilous. So

states have been working for years on pilot projects to test another way of raising

money for roads: The road-use charge. 

The concept is simply to charge drivers based on how much they’re driving rather

than the amount of fuel they use. And while the federal government has put up

funds for these state pilot projects before, it appears that the infrastructure bill has

created the first national attempt to pilot test the road-use charge. 

As part of the pilot project, the U.S. Department of Transportation will seek

ADVERTISEMENT
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volunteers from all 50 states plus Washington, D.C., and Puerto Rico. It will also

convene an advisory board made up of stakeholders and experts and can explore

various options for tracking mileage such as in-vehicle data, devices that plug into

the standard OBD-II port and mobile apps. 

2. GATHERING DATA ON TRANSPORTATION ACCESS

SECTION 13010: TRANSPORTATION ACCESS PILOT PROGRAM 

The nation’s roadways were largely built with cars in mind, which throughout the

20th century meant that neighborhoods were split apart and big, pedestrian-

unfriendly deserts were erected in the hearts of cities. Coupled with anemic transit

systems in many areas, low-income people are often left without good options for

getting to jobs, grocery stores, hospitals and other necessities. 

One provision in the IIJA sets up a pilot program within the Department of

Transportation to work with states and regional or metropolitan planning

organizations to study the issue. Specifically, it calls on the department to work on

collecting data to help identify how people in the studied areas get to the things

they need. When it comes to infrastructure priorities, this kind of work could mean

shifting the conversation from car-focused searches for bottlenecks to mobility-

focused searches for public need. 

Notably, the act specifies that the methodology used to determine accessibility

must be open source. 

The department has two years to give a report to Congress on the program,

including an assessment of whether it might be feasible to more regularly collect

that kind of accessibility data for locations across the country. 

3. POURING DATA INTO WATER

SECTION 50106: OPERATIONAL SUSTAINABILITY OF SMALL PUBLIC WATER

SYSTEMS and SECTION 50213: WATER DATA SHARING PILOT PROGRAM 

There are about 145,000 public water systems in the U.S., and of those, almost all of

https://www.govtech.com/fs/smart-transportation-cant-repeat-yesterdays-mistakes-says-us-transportation-secretary.html
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them are small — meaning they tend not to have large budgets with which to

purchase the latest technology to help identify which parts of their systems need

work. 

But the first section of the infrastructure bill mentioned here creates a program with

$50 million available each year through 2026 to help them make those purchases.

The grants, specifically set aside for systems serving fewer than 10,000 people, can

be used to deploy asset management software, GIS, leak detection, meters and

other items. 

The second section then seeks to make use of all the data water utilities big and

small are collecting with this new technology. That grant program will support

efforts to help utilities share information with each other about water quality, new

cybersecurity systems and other technology. 

4. STORMWATER CENTERS OF EXCELLENCE

SECTION 50217: STORMWATER INFRASTRUCTURE TECHNOLOGY 

As climate change increases the risk of urban flooding in many parts of the country,

the infrastructure that efficiently handles stormwater is becoming more important.

This provision of the bill calls for the creation of between three and five new centers

of excellence at higher education institutions, nonprofits or research institutes to act

as leaders studying that infrastructure. 

It also sets aside $10 million each year through 2026 in grant money to turn that

research into action with both development and implementation grants. 

5. RESEARCHING WILDFIRE MANAGEMENT TECHNOLOGY

SECTION 70204: DUTIES OF COMMISSION 

A new commission, created jointly by the Interior, Agriculture and Homeland

Security departments, will be charged with studying ways to manage the wildfires

that have become more and more destructive in recent years. 
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Under this section, part of the commission’s work will be reporting to Congress

what kinds of policy it should be pursuing when it comes to new technology that

can help prevent and mitigate the damage from those fires. That includes satellites,

drones and remote sensors.
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